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N ZS 3604:2011 introduced an extra high wind zone based on a 
maximum site wind speed of 55 m/s, while NZS 4211:2008 
introduced an extreme wind zone based on a maximum wind 
speed of 60 m/s.  

Interim solution

A set of test pressures has been calculated for NZS 4211:2008 based 
on the new extra high wind speed used in NZS 3604:2011 and in the 
revised E2/VM1. The pressures (see Table 1) can simply be added to NZS 
4211:2008 Tables 1, 4 and 5.

Windows with an extra high rating will then be able to be used in locations 
with a site wind speed up to 55 m/s, which aligns with NZS 3604:2011. 

Extreme wind zone
Windows can be rated to perform in the extreme wind zone in NZS 
4211:2008 (which applies to locations where the site wind speed is 
between 55 and 60 m/s), but the claddings and installation details must 
be the subject of specific design.  

A future amendment to NZS 4211:2008 is expected to include this 
solution. 

Double-glazing is only 
half the story.
Make it twice as good - with AllSeasons™ thermal break joinery
Choosing to enhance your double-glazing with AllSeasons™ thermal break joinery is 
a sign of a truly future-proofed home. That’s because our unique ‘pour and debridge’ 
method offers several advantages over polyamide alternatives. 

AllSeasons™ offers these key advantages:
•	 	Greater	structural	strength.	With	3	times	greater	

shear resistance than aluminium/polyamide 
systems, AllSeasons™ joinery can accommodate 
a wider range of door sizes. It will also perform 
better in extra-high wind zones.

•	 	Improved	thermal	performance.	AllSeasons™ offers 
up to a 100% increase in thermal performance, 
compared to double glazed joinery.

•	 	NALCO’s	proprietary	connection	systems.	
AllSeasons™	suite	also	features	NALCO’s		 
patented connection systems, for superior  
weather protection.

Want	to	get	the	full	story	on	AllSeasons™? Talk to 
your	Nulook	or	Bradnam’s	representative	today.

www.bradnams.co.nzwww.nulook.co.nz

AvAilAble 
froM:

Patented crimped corner

With pour and debridge, a channel designed into the extrusion 
is filled with a resin, then milled to create a thermal break.

AllSeasons™Polyamide

DESIGN RIGHT

Table 1: Annotations needed to tables in NZS 4211:2008 to 
align wind zones with NZS 3604:2011. 

Table 1 SLS test pressures Extra high ±1,515 Pa

Table 4 Water test pressures Extra high   455 Pa

Table 5 ULS test pressures Extra high ±2,130 Pa

WINDOW WIND ZONES
Recent changes to NZS 3604:2011 Timber-framed buildings 
and NZS 4211:2008 Specification for performance of windows 

has created an inconsistency between wind zones in these standards.
By John Burgess, BRANZ Senior Sustainability Scientist, and John Yolland, Independent Consulting Engineer




